Tsau, The Sacred White Lions
and

Ethereal Lips
In 2011 the first group of Sacred Warriors gathered at Tsau, Timbavarti, in the
presence of the Sacred White Lions. It was a profound and transformative time for
everyone. We were all deeply touched by the depth of the mystical experience
shared and sought to respond to the ensuing call to reveal the deeper meaning
behind this Mystery and its quest.
As we all returned to our homes, in different countries around the world, ongoing
experiences continued to unfold and questions were laid before us including that of
‘ethereal lips’.
This document is a response to Cindy’s experiences and questions re ‘ethereal lips’
It has also provided me with an opportunity to bring forward some of my own inner
thoughts and experiences in an endeavour to understand the greater,
encompassing Mystery.
Below are the emails from Cindy which initiated this response.
Magi, I have to tell you a story and see if you "pick up" anything about it. On
our day of silence (maybe semi silence?) I shared my story about the new
color that I had seen, and then seeing that color on Linda and the lions' lips
in the form of lipstick.
Last Friday, I ended up in the emergency room. Adriana happens to be a
doctor, and she told me that I had been acting differently before she took me
in. I remember feeling a bit strange, and then I remember being in an
incredibly beautiful space. I was unconscious for a short period of time, and
as I came around at the hospital, I remember the emergency doctor saying,
"I have never before seen the color that your lips turned." I was rather
surprised at the comment! Of course, Infectious Disease had a hay day with
all the tests they put me through, but I was fine within about 6 hours.
(although the quality and depth of my sleep for the next few days was
amazing!) I really think I had reached the point where my consciousness
was/is expanding so quickly that the container (my body) just wasn't ready
for it...if you have a different "sense" please let me know.
I am seeing this color and feeling this color as though it is not formally "here"
yet. It feels like a vibration that is faster than the color purple...it feels
positive, it feels strong yet peaceful...it feels like I am having a physical
experience as well as a visual experience with whatever this may be...it is
certainly taking up space in me and it is using some of my life force because
I think about it quite a bit. It is feeling like something very significant will be
revealed to us some time soon...as you know, these things are hard to
explain! I too, look forward to weaving it with you.
Lots of love to you Magi.
Cindy
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Dear Cindy,
While respecting that the big story that holds those ‘ethereal lips’ is, for the greater
part, held in Mystery beyond our present conscious realization, nevertheless I do
believe that we are asked to use our experiences to reveal and participate in this
unfolding process. In this way we co-creatively bring into being these new energies,
as they in turn bring us into Being.
So to this end I will place here these weaving thoughts re experiences of that
magical time at Tsau. Whilst appreciating that, at the best, these words can only
stand as metaphors, as beholders for that which as yet is beyond our fuller
comprehension and description, it is hoped that they will mark a spot and be a
trigger that allow us to enter into a fuller conversation and revealing.
Whilst in Tsau/Africa I also had the sense of this new colour, but the colour was
only the outer, phenomenal expression of something more esoteric. It provided a
clue, a director towards an energy, a potency, that is either still coming into
manifestation or is here but we (humanity) are still in the process of developing the
capacity to be able to meet and utilize it. If we are able to do this then it would
enable a new paradigm to emerge, a new creative archetype to be brought forward
into Life.
The colour that I was noticing was of a blue/purple that was iridescent.
I spent some time photographing this bird as I tried to understand this colour and
the mystery, which I could only sense, lay behind it.
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There was also the 'blue' dragonfly that was a constant companion and this other
beautiful bird. They both kept drawing me to attention.

i

ii

I was also stunned in those early mornings with the Sacred White Lions at the bird
calls and their ‘working of the world’ with Sound. There was one bird in particular
that made the most extraordinary sonar like Sound that pierced and opened wide a
portal in the Sky/Space.
At other times I was aware of a potency, a substance, that was alive in Space
which was also going into the Lions.
The iridescent blue/purple colour that I was following seemed to be alluding to, was
a marker towards, understanding and revealing this potency. This potency was
also being expressed by the colouring of the lips of the White Lions, Linda Tucker
and Cindy. This ethereal, nu-clear colour and potency was coming into being,
coming into our awareness.
With awkwardness, but as a beginning, I would describe this potency as coming
from Deep Space, as Star energy, activated atomic particles, expressing as this nuclear colour and energy.
There seemed to be a kinship between the dynamics of this nu-clear, atomic
energy of Space and the dynamics of what we know as nuclear energy created
from the elements of the Earth.
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Both of these dynamics, and the nu-clear (Space) and nuclear (Earth) energies
they produce, can, when rightly appropriated, purposefully create and sustain Life.
Equally, when misappropriated, the inherent power in both can bring untold
destruction and death.
It is noteworthy that as we began our retreat at Tsau, Japan and in particular it’s
nuclear plant, was struck by a tsunami with devastating consequences.
One can appreciate the wisdom of Spirit veiling in Mystery certain truths and
potencies of life until humanity is deeply centred in a place of right relationship, one
that is directed towards honouring and serving the Good of All.
My sense is that this potency, this Star energy is to Space what water and gold is to
the Earth. I saw that the White Lions were easily able to work into, and through
themselves this Star energy.

iii

It is interesting to read in Linda Tucker’s book, Mystery of the White Lions, about
star gods coming to Timbavarti. Queen Numbi was told “That a strange light was
coming out of the skies. A star was falling to the earth. A very great star. Many
years after the strange star that had come to ground, all animals that stayed within
that area, where the mysterious object had settled on the ground, were giving birth
to snow-white offspring...with blue eyes”. iv
This Star energy is in fact, only one of the energies that the Sacred White Lions
utilize to Be and do their work of creation.
To be able to receive this nu-clear/Star energy into a form, in a life sustaining way,
there needs also to be present a container, a ground within, of Gold, atomic, Earth
energy. Without this Gold energy the Star/atomic particles of Space cannot work
creatively into form. Without this golden ground these Star energies, would be
uncontained which would result in processes of disintegration rather than creation.
Interestingly the homeland of these Sacred White Lions is Tsau, Timbavati, South
Africa. Not surprisingly, Tsau is situated on the Golden Nile Meridian of First (and
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Last) Time. This Meridian is enriched by a subterranean River of Gold, a river that
African High Sanusi, Credo Mutwa says“ Is a river that leads both into the future as well as the past.” v
Tsau is also edged by the Drakensburg Mountains -The Window of God and is the
sacred land and home of Star Beings – the Sacred White Lions.
Timbavarti, as told by Credo Mutwa, is the ‘place of coming down. The place
where the White Lions came down’. vi.

vii

The Sacred White Lions also carried and expressed a penetrating and graced
relationship with Deep Earth, with the element of Gold.
To anchor language that will enable us to explore this relationship to gold further, I
will use the term ‘engoldened’.
I feel this Earthed ‘engoldenment’ in the Sacred White Lions, combined with their
ability to integrate Star energy, allows an alchemical process to take place.
When one is in their presence one experiences the product of this sacred marriage
of Life energies. In meeting and joining with them one is ensouled by the resultant
radiance, true majesty and power that they emit. One is profoundly touched by
their deep, still, and holding presence. It feels as though they are silently but
knowingly, holding the world together.

viii

Mandala-Sacred White Lion
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I think one of the reasons you (Cindy) and I may now be engaged in this process
and discussion is because of the personal, 'engoldening' experience I had on our
journey.
It was on the day of our group excursion beyond Tsau. After travelling through the
Drakensburg Mountains, we eventually stopped. We were above the Blyde River
Canyon. This area, because of its alignment with the Golden Meridian of First Time,
also holds understandings of the deeper, alchemical mysteries of the being Gold.
We were late in our arrival and because darkness had begun to fall we were not
able to share in the view of the canyon. Instead our group lay on the grass.
While we were lying there I had the experience of my innards being turned to gold
or being 'engoldened'. The ‘engoldening’ definitively did not spread to the heart
charka region or above. It was contained to the centres below and it was stressed
that I/we needed to understand the meaning of INNARDS!!!! There was
specificness to the fact that the engoldening was only in the lower chakras. After
this my whole body was irradiated with whole, enduring, invincible, glorious,
energy.
I understand that at the same time as this was happening to me, as I lay on the
ground, two others in our group and I think yourself, saw a UFO in the sky above
us. So from these shared accounts it seems that the energies of both Deep Space
and Deep Earth were present.
With this coming together of the engoldening Earth energies with the Star energies
of Space an alchemical process within my Being was initiated.
Again I seek to find words to hold and describe this union of Deep Space and Deep
Earth . What intuitively arose was that this experience within my being, this
becoming, was ‘Adamantine’.
As the night darkness deepened our group returned to the bus and continued our
journey. The Adamantine energies still contained and working in me were glorious.
My whole body was irradiated with enduring, invincible and glorious radiating
energy. It was as if my life events were passing before me and presenting
themselves, not for the sake of the story, but to reveal a depth of meaning and
connectivity, an omniscience that just kept spreading outwards.
We were driving towards a township. The town lights were twinkling in the distant
darkness. I wanted to stand in the bus and sing out aloud, with all the joy of my
Being, the song “Oh Little Town of Bethlehem”. I instead sang it within myself and
the words again took on such a rich and potent meaning. Divinity was shining and
speaking through the words with illuminating Truth.
...Yet in thy dark street shineth
The everlasting light
The hopes and fears of all the years
Are met in thee tonight...
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There was also such joy and radiance, peace and omnipresence. I felt at one with
a great omnipotent circle of life that was holding me/us. The totality of the
experience is impossible to put into words. I know it is one of those formative
experiences that will direct the rest of my life.
All of this was happening as we sat beside each other on the bus, in silence. At a
latter point the silence was broken. I engaged in conversation with you,
recognizing and appreciating the mystic that you are. I expressed my appreciation
of the work you do by holding Silent Space in the group. I spoke of an opening, an
emerging process in you that would allow you to become more conscious of the
work that you do esoterically. We then moved into an energetic exchange. I think
we were both aware that an initiatory, energetic work was done. I remember
knowing that you had, (esoterically) said “yes” and that you were now linked to the
answer.
So here was an expression, a working of the product of the union of
Gold/atomic/Earth and Star/atomic/Space. An Adamantine experience.
I just paused writing and put ‘Adamantine’ into Google. I got the following
interesting result:
“The Adamantine Particles form all Elements of the Universe. They are
The smallest, indivisible particles that assemble the atoms of all original
substances like oxygen, nitrogen, iron; in other words, "everything that
is", including our bodies.
We can say that "Adamantine particles" mean "pure particles", not
combined with anything; particles so pure, small and simple that cannot be
divided and therefore are, and represent, an "absolute". They are one of the
constants of the universe.
Adamantine particles are crystal-like particles of infinity, which
contain stored potential to manifest any original substance or element. It can
also be said that adamantine particles are encoded with a kind of "universal
DNA" that allows them to form any possible type of atom.
Adamantine particles require "power" to build the other particles and
atoms. There is, however, only one type of energy (not energy generated by
friction as we know in 3D) that is compatible with them. This energy is the
magnetic power of Love, which pervades the Universe in the form of
Universal Life Force. Love is not only the most beautiful feeling, it also is
the power which ignites and directs adamantine particles into manifestation.
We can also call Love and its magnetic power, Potential; pure and
Infinite potential to command the adamantine particles to form infinite
numbers of forms of expression of such potential. Love is the ultimate force
in the Universe; it holds every galaxy, star and planet in its place. In the
presence of Love, patterns of beauty, perfection, harmony and efficiency
manifest spontaneously.
It is Creator Light .

ix
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This makes sense to me and further confirms and adds to my experience..
The Adamantine, co-created from the mediums of deep Earth and deep Space,
when duly synthesized and blended, has the possibility to be contained within a
form. This form, such as human or white lion, if directed towards the Good of All,
can purposefully enter into the magical activity that the Adamantine seeks to bring
forth. When integrated and respected it potentiates and creates New Life, a greater
wholeness, leading us ever closer to the creation of a ‘new world’.
Cindy perhaps your hospital experience was, as you express in the following words
from your opening letter, the noble attempt of you and your body to integrate the
Adamantine.
Cindy: “ I really think I had reached the point where my consciousness was/is

expanding so quickly that the container (my body) just wasn't ready for it”.
At our time at Tsau with the White Lions, I think we all got to experience a little of
this 'new world' and are attempting to reveal the Mystery that ensouls it, so that we,
as humans, can fulfil our co-creative role in this great Opus.
Cindy: “It is feeling like something very significant will be revealed to us

some time soon...as you know, these things are hard to explain! ”
Rudolf Steiner speaks of a future time when our breathing out will create Life
around us. That at the present time in evolution, when humans and animals
breathe out they expel carbon and dioxide which kills the outside life. This is, of
course, balanced by the plant kingdom, which takes in this carbon dioxide and after
turning it into oxygen releases it, providing the oxygen that we then breathe in. x
The carbon in the human body is the same carbon that coal and diamonds are
made of, just in different and particular forms. What if we are/could alchemically
utilize and shape the carbon in the body into the form of ‘diamonds’. Could we then
breathe ‘diamonds’ out into life!!
What if the breathing out of Adamantine new life, created out of the alchemy of
Deep Earth and Deep Space showed itself as ‘ethereal lips’. Could the Sacred
White Lions, Linda and Cindy be breathing out transformed outer/inner substance –
‘coal’ to ‘diamonds’? Could ‘ethereal lips’ be the expression of a Breath that brings
Life to all around, rather than a breathing out that is of Death to the world around us
– the Breath of enlightened, etherized matter issuing into the world?
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Another idea that formed at Tsau was that the ‘New’ both required and was
assisting to facilitate, on subtle levels, the creation of a new way, plane, or portal of
entrance for incoming and outgoing souls.
That there is being worked into Being a way for souls to incarnate (birth) and
discarnate (die) without taking on the huge load of accumulated, collective and
personally unwarranted karma, that has thus been the requirement.
A soul upon entering or leaving the ring-pass-not of planet Earth has to pass
through that Sheath which contains the unresolved, unenlightened, collective
karma or ‘lost will’ of present and past ages. In doing so there is an untransmuted,
karmic load that each individual carries in and out of incarnation. This adds to the
weight of earthly life and perpetuates a vicious circle of karmic return.
If this Sheath and its residue of ‘black coal’ could be made translucent/nu-clear,
breathing with New Life, it would not only refine and free up the evolutionary
process, but would also allow the coming into incarnation of many more ‘Star
Beings’, both human and animal. This would also facilitate a transformed world for
all living beings and, in turn, would further the destiny of the Earth in becoming a
Sacred planet.

I AM the violet transmuting flame,
the cosmic law of forgiveness
blaze through me now
transmuting all my miscreation, all my mistakes
and all the mistakes of humankind
transmuting all cause, effect, record and memory forever
I AM
Some of this thinking has been brought forward as a result of the mass deaths via
the increasing number of tsunamis, earthquakes, floods etc of our times. On
esoteric levels there seems to have been ongoing work to release these souls
without them personally carrying forward the onus and the trauma so individually
experienced.
It is not primarily the personal karma of the individual that is being played out in
these mass events, but the working out of collective, planetary karma.
Whilst the individual bears the consequences, sacrifices their life on behalf of us all,
it is desirable that there is a means by which they can be released from
personalizing, identifying with the imbedded notion that they were causal in the
mass event. For if undue onus is assumed it leads to enmeshment in the trauma of
the mass event and consequently and unwittingly this perpetrates another future
round of karma, unduly borne by the individual.
What is actually due to each individual is a Graced Blessing.
This can certainly be given by fellow human beings on this earthly plane by offering
due witness and honour.
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xi

But this Graced Blessing needs to be continued and enhanced upon Spiritual
realms. There needs to be an activation, an opening of the plane, portal, dynamics
of that Graced Blessing, enabling it to be received by those beings leaving the
earth plane.
At present this Graced Blessing is often lost. It is rebuffed at the ‘coal face’ of the
Sheath because there is insufficient refinement and enlightenment of matter to
allow Grace to enter and to hold place. The absence of receiving this bestowing
Grace furthers the impingement of collective dread, trauma and karmic
imprisonment.
If this Sheath with its ‘black coal’ substance was not only nu-clear but infused with
potent, ‘New Life’ then the incoming and outgoing soul could be Blessed, could be
Graced into Life with ‘ethereal lips’, with an Adamantine being, creating a very
different and sustaining cycle of return.

xii

Procession of the Light Workers by Freydoon Rassouli
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Another associative line of thought is that of Dark Energy and Dark Matter.

xiii

Dark matter as a web in space, lit up by yellow clusters of galaxies.

Science is entering into this exciting field of exploration. At present it has
discovered that Dark Energy accounts for 73% of the Universe and Dark Matter
23% of the Universe. The remaining 4%, is the energy composing all that we
presently know as reality, all tangible existence, including the atoms of our own
bodies.
At present science knows little about the nature of these Dark Energies that
compose 96% of the universe but “when these energies are further illuminated it is
likely that that there will be a complete re-assessment of the fundamental pillars of
science”xiv .
It is interesting to note that in the centre of this image of a black hole in the M51
whirlpool galaxy is the image of a cross.

xv

Science and Mysticism are working on the same frontier seeking to make the
invisible visible, the unknown known. Both are endeavouring to reveal the Mystery
that exists within and around us.
My guess is that ‘ethereal lips’, is not disassociated from these Dark Energies now
coming into a new, conscious, co-existence.
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I also recall an experience from one night at Tsau, after visiting the Elephant
Sanctuary, of being ‘touched’ by Casper, the older elephant.
Lying in my bed I could see the penetrating eye of the elephant and understood
that it was holding a profound centre amidst Dark Energy.
It was an eye that could endure any storm.
I was awed at his silent, enduring strength.

xvi

Casper

Another realization after being with Casper was that elephants such as he, who,
in their captive state, could no longer walk ‘forward’ on their lands, maintaining
and energizing those great ley-lines, were now walking in the ‘opposite’
direction. They were now walking into, drawing down the ‘future’ and pushing it
into the ’present’ assisting and preparing for the transfigurative birth in form.
What honour needs to be given to all Kingdoms and Beings such as Casper.
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Another link can be made with the understandings that 2012 will see planet Earth
coming into alignment with the Centre of the Universe, the Milky Way Galaxy and
the Central Spiritual Sun.
It is interesting to note that Timbavarti, the ancestral territory of the Sacred White
Lions, means “the river that never runs dry”.
This seemed a curious name for a region made up entirely of empty watercourses
and arid sodic deposits until its deeper meaning was revealed. This ‘river that never
runs dry”’ is the “river of stars and refers to the Milky Way.
It is the river the White Lions came from”. xvii

xviii

Mara-Mother of the White Lions

xix
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It seems that “coming ready or not” we are being brought into new levels of
inter-relationship with these great informing energies, in ways that hitherto have
not been so.
We are amidst that time in evolutionary progress when humanity, as a whole, is
required to extend upwards from Gravity/Form, towards Grace/Soul, anchoring
itself there as ensouled humanity. Simultaneously God/Spirit is seeking to reach
downwards, to descend, with the purpose of enlightening and en-spiriting
form/matter. The initial meeting ground for both is the plane of Grace/Soul.
From here the co-creative work can begin.

Dark Energy

-

God

-

Spirit

-

Future

-

Genesis

↓
Dark Matter

-

Grace

-

Soul

-

Present -

Agamogenesis

Past

Epigenesis

↑
Dense Matter -

Gravity

-

Ego

-

-

When this integration within the’ meeting ground’ of Soul is complete there can
then be a further ascent and descent until all of Life is a true and whole
expression of Divine Purpose and Plan manifesting upon the Earth.

xx

Solar Eclipse
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And so it is that this magnificent Story continues to unfold and the call goes out
“To those souls ripe with golden knowledge
whose time has come
to stand and have revealed in them
the black seed of the unknowable” xxi
And, It Shall Be So - even if it does lay one unconscious in a hospital ward for a
short period of time, with ‘those’ lips.!!!
How wonderful is it Cindy that the likes of you and me find our way across the other
side of the world to participate and to witness ‘ethereal lips’,
It is such an honour and privilege to share together in this way.
As we journey on, awkward as our steps may be, may we continue to serve that
which seeks to further reveal itself out of Deep Mystery.
Deepest gratitude to you Cindy for drawing this writing forth and forever thanks to
the Sacred White Lions, Linda Tucker, her team at Tsau, and all the Beings of
Earth and Space.
In the Great African Tradition there is a secret word for both “lion” and “star”.
This word is ‘Tsau’ which means star beast.
Bowing deeply

xxii

TSAU
Blessed Be
Magi Whisson
magiw@iinet.net.au
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